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Using phylogenetic analysis, researchers report that ants used plants for food and nesting long before plants
evolved structures to accommodate arthropods, and although interactions with ants likely facilitated plant
diversification, plant interactions did not shape ant diversification.
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Publications Under revision To appear 2019. Richard Futrell and Roger Levy. 2019. Do RNNs learn
human-like abstract word order preferences?. Proceedings of the Society for Computation in Linguistics
(SCiL).
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Type or paste a DOI name into the text box. Click Go. Your browser will take you to a Web page (URL)
associated with that DOI name. Send questions or comments to doi ...
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to the Drake equation is well summed up by Jill Tarter, who said â€•The Drake Equation is a wonderful way
to organize our ignoranceâ€• [3]. But while the equation is often invoked as a way of reasoning about uncerDissolvingtheFermiParadox arXiv:1806.02404v1 [physics.pop
The 16th International Symposium on the Science and Technology of Lighting takes place on 17th â€“ 22nd
June 2018 in Sheffield, UK. The LS16 programme is now availiable.
LS16 â€“ 16th International Symposium on the Science and
EPA uses a variety of technologies to ensure contaminants are either removed from a site or treated so they
no longer pose a threat to human health and the environment. These web pages provide information for
technical staff, regulators, site owners and researchers to help identify contaminants and ...
Technologies for Cleaning Up Contaminated Sites | US EPA
Foreword. The International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) represents the latest incarnation of almost five
decades of scientific ocean drilling excellence and is generally accepted as the most successful international
collaboration in the history of the Earth sciences.
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RAP 9.2 VERBATIM REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS (a) Transcription and Statement of Arrangements. If the
party seeking review intends to provide a verbatim report of proceedings, the party should arrange for
transcription of and payment for an original and one copy of the verbatim report of proceedings within ...
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A step-by-step guide to putting government publication citations into proper MLA or APA format. Provides an
easy to use dynamic template to generate a complete citations automatically.
Research Guides: Government Documents: Citing Documents
Bankruptcy is a legal status of a person or other entity who cannot repay debts to creditors.In most
jurisdictions, bankruptcy is imposed by a court order, often initiated by the debtor.. Bankruptcy is not the only
legal status that an insolvent person may have, and the term bankruptcy is therefore not a synonym for
insolvency.In some countries, such as the United Kingdom, bankruptcy is ...
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ACM Membership. ACM offers the resources, access and tools to invent the future. No one has a larger
global network of professional peers. No one has more exclusive content.
Publications - Association for Computing Machinery
This distinguished conference proceedings series publishes the latest research developments in all areas of
computer science â€“ quickly, informally and at a high level.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science LNCS | Springer
The crime of mayhem in violation of section 203 of the California Penal Code, which requires a malicious act
that results in great bodily injury to another person, necessarily involves the use of violent force and is
therefore categorically a crime of violence under 18 U.S.C. Â§ 16(a) (2012).
Volume 26 | EOIR | Department of Justice
You may have arrived at this page because you followed a link to one of our old platforms that cannot be
redirected. Cambridge Core is the new academic platform from Cambridge University Press, replacing our
previous platforms; Cambridge Journals Online (CJO), Cambridge Books Online (CBO), University Publishing
Online (UPO), Cambridge Histories Online (CHO), Cambridge Companions Online (CCO ...
Redirect support - Cambridge Core
Welcome to my homepage. To find out what I am up to, new submissions, working papers, adventures and
introspections, click here. For discussions and disputations concerning controversial topics read the Causality
Blog.. To view the slides of my tutorial at the Joint Statistical Meetings (JSM-16), Chicago, IL, August 1, 2016,
click or .
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Language Learning & Technology A refereed journal for second and foreign language scholars and
educators.
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[2] â€œ[T]he alien shall have the reasonable opportunity to examine the evidence against the alien, to
present evidence on the alienâ€™s own behalf, and to cross-examine witnesses presented by the
Government []â€•. INA Â§240(b)(4)(B)
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Research Activities: I am interested in algorithms and interfaces for improved information retrieval, as well as
general issues in human-computer interaction.
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The following information is intended to provide an overview of how to cite articles published in the IOP
Conference Series titles. Please note that the full publication record for all IOP journals and proceedings can
be found in IOPscience.. All proceedings in IOP Conference Series are published as a single volume of the
relevant title.
Author guidelines for conference proceedings - IOPscience
Despite the importance and pervasiveness of marketing, almost nothing is known about the neural
mechanisms through which it affects decisions made by individuals. We propose that marketing actions, such
as changes in the price of a product, can affect neural representations of experienced ...
Marketing actions can modulate neural representations of
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In acoustics, loudness is the subjective perception of sound pressure.More formally, it is defined as, "That
attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds can be ordered on a scale extending from quiet to
loud."
Loudness - Wikipedia
SIGCOMM is ACM's professional forum for discussing communications and computer networks. SIGCOMM
members include scientists, engineers, educators and students.
Welcome | acm sigcomm
x Patients who are actively smoking at the time of primary total joint arthroplasty (TJA) are at an increased
risk of perioperative complications. Serum cotinine testing is a sensitive and specific method to verify
abstinence from smoking, and may therefore improve a patientâ€™s chance of smoking cessation.
The Journal of Arthroplasty Home Page
The 1978 Scientific Examination. This page presents an overview of the first ever in-depth scientific
examination of the Shroud of Turin by an international group of researchers in 1978.
Shroud of Turin Website Library
LearnTechLib is a development of Global U - Learning & Technology Innovation, A non-profit, 501(c)(3)
organization. Sponsored by the Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education.
Learning & Technology Library (LearnTechLib)
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS. U.S. Department of Transportation. 1200 New Jersey
Avenue, SE. Washington, DC 20590. 800-853-1351. Phone Hours: 8:30-5:00 ET M-F
Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Miyagawa works on syntax, morphology, and Altaic and East Asian linguistics. He has recently been
exploring both case marking and grammatical agreement across languages.
Shigeru Miyagawa
3-5 September 2007 Permanent and Temporary Grassland Plant, Environment and Economy Edited by A.
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